Maine’s forests provided __ for shipbuilding in colonial times.

Over 60 lighthouses line the Maine __, drawing thousands of tourists.

The state animal is the __, also depicted on the state flag.

Home to the largest alpine region in the U.S. east of the __ Mountains.

__ National Park is one of the most visited in the U.S.

Cities: Portland, Lewiston, __, South Portland, Auburn, and Brunswick.

Maine is the only state to share only one state ___- with New Hampshire.

Maine’s northern border with ___ was not finalized until 1842.

Nearly__ percent of Maine’s interior is forested.

Maine passed the first prohibition law in 1851, making ___ illegal.

The capital city, in an area first explored by the English in 1607.

In the 1620s Fernando Gorges received Maine from ___.

Mount Katahdin is the ___ point at 5,268 feet.

Maine produces over 60 ___ pounds of blueberries annually.

The state’s population is less than __, Arizona, about 1.2 million.

The easternmost city in the U.S. and the first to see the sunrise.

L.L. Bean, based in __, has been selling outdoor apparel since 1912.

Ninety percent of the nation’s ___ are caught off the Maine coast.

Maine entered the Union as a free state as part of the ___ Compromise.

Maine is the only state with a one-___ name.

In colonial times, lobsters were fed to indentured servants and ___.

Writers Stephen King and Henry Wadsworth ___ were born in Portland.

Maine is as large as the rest of the ___ states put together.

The Pine Tree State supplies ninety percent of the nation’s ___.

In 1819, Maine became ___ and joined the Union the next year.

Became the ___ state on March 15, 1820.

The heirs of Fernando Gorges sold Maine to the state of ___ in 1677.

The Kennebec, ___, and Penobscot were the original native tribes.
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